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00:00:03 --> 00:00:06: Laura Bush or no.
00:00:06 --> 00:00:12: T. In particular, Model Pro series Calco Editora better DT.
00:00:12 --> 00:00:17: I cannot check Tato the participaron Questo nostro webinar.
00:00:17 --> 00:00:19: You will never remove elemental.
00:00:22 --> 00:00:25: Did former president, if your mind is still Italia?
00:00:25 --> 00:00:29: A shammo, I'll say I'll secondo webinar.
00:00:29 --> 00:00:34: Would you mind your full workplace surveys at very young
00:00:34 --> 00:00:37: leader usually numbered invented where?
00:00:37 --> 00:00:41: K or G uh, beyond more remote it very precisely.
00:00:41 --> 00:00:47: Scalco Moderato, doctor DT poised ready xulio every merger

or
00:00:47 --> 00:00:52: for K in a senior President de la Apollo Global
00:00:52 --> 00:00:53: Management.
00:00:53 --> 00:00:58: Equip continue ammo with Krista.
00:00:58 --> 00:01:03: Leigh study webinar cafe Murphy know Aleister auto bravery,
00:01:03 --> 00:01:09: monastra North conference. Questa Volta Organism to

produce persona.
00:01:09 --> 00:01:14: Perky written Yom OK, an calafato network the Do Lie
00:01:14 --> 00:01:18: abiut swallowing com a focal exata soul,
00:01:18 --> 00:01:21: cetera living.
00:01:21 --> 00:01:25: There are other airport OK Louisville in Mystic Europe.
00:01:25 --> 00:01:28: Afato soul affordable housing 8.22%
00:01:28 --> 00:01:33: or elliptical novel model the Obitury as villapando puto.
00:01:33 --> 00:01:34: Ligotti
00:01:37 --> 00:01:41: screws at the bottom bottom Pok??mon Unity,
00:01:41 --> 00:01:46: Adesso la Sha La Parola Roberto a.
00:01:46 --> 00:01:48: She's calco
00:01:48 --> 00:01:49: yeah, but surely.
00:01:52 --> 00:01:54: Hello, are you there?
00:01:54 --> 00:01:56: Awesome demo though, because he's gotta go.
00:01:58 --> 00:02:02: Blue Jay completely swelling Christian Italia.
00:02:02 --> 00:02:07: Boy you fabulous the compressor turning informatory pure
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dynamic.
00:02:07 --> 00:02:09: Possible requester significa K2.
00:02:11 --> 00:02:13: I've got no possibility.
00:02:15 --> 00:02:17: Intervenire
00:02:17 --> 00:02:21: about studio demand. They cheer Utah Sakina volume,
00:02:21 --> 00:02:27: supra. Note reversal apicala charter care disponible en

enough active
00:02:28 --> 00:02:32: asadero scare more active and one commodi present at 8
00:02:32 --> 00:02:35: India MOA fabric WA or red.
00:02:35 --> 00:02:39: And other people, and you know possible it dominicis.
00:02:39 --> 00:02:42: Without Sarah burto
00:02:42 --> 00:02:49: delimiter. Gratias, Sylvie are overcoming the tattoo or prima.
00:02:49 --> 00:02:54: You were right to carry Soltanto Cooley Dataminer boiler

Sharia
00:02:54 --> 00:02:59: tutti La La disponibilite acuin dependent elbow,
00:02:59 --> 00:03:02: new deputy anchor Sylvia Men take an AC unit.
00:03:02 --> 00:03:04: What I need CRA.
00:03:06 --> 00:03:10: The symmetric she, Wally, then a crazy into TPZ or
00:03:10 --> 00:03:14: chilling taliano sorrow speaker engaged over a crazy finisher.
00:03:14 --> 00:03:19: Can Ilaris post economica and are exposed to the political
00:03:19 --> 00:03:21: economic and they vary peasy.
00:03:21 --> 00:03:25: Nobody caper Larry calling so did not see an alley
00:03:25 --> 00:03:30: in Boulder Bank in Italia where Internet quality Missouri ever
00:03:30 --> 00:03:30: appear.
00:03:30 --> 00:03:35: Nobody care. Do apparel issue logic at the question of
00:03:35 --> 00:03:37: instrumental.
00:03:37 --> 00:03:40: Wait delete party drama.
00:03:40 --> 00:03:44: Anti symmetric, she sicuramente E virus.
00:03:44 --> 00:03:49: We, Beatles, Varia in Qualche Modo that one day in
00:03:49 --> 00:03:50: Seattle.
00:03:50 --> 00:03:54: My verifies Varia Pochetino fairly diverse strategy.
00:03:54 --> 00:04:02: Retest, personal static verifies massacre data presented

financial terms like
00:04:02 --> 00:04:08: curve Eddie Fusiona Trapezia substantial made suitable

companion.
00:04:08 --> 00:04:12: Dover like crazy heats.
00:04:12 --> 00:04:17: To make this phone Insalata Juju Plateau percale

Massimino.
00:04:17 --> 00:04:20: Puto Maputo periodo.
00:04:20 --> 00:04:27: Doctor Toda noite acid theory Epidemiology yes Paty critici

telling
00:04:27 --> 00:04:31: Fitz Rona sonar or my empty amid sorta control.
00:04:31 --> 00:04:38: Secondly mentor the Symmetria travel repase YS at Alaris

poster
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00:04:38 --> 00:04:41: particular is poskus Alitalia.
00:04:41 --> 00:04:45: But also maintain quite lucky chair just at Abella.
00:04:45 --> 00:04:48: Spell Espanol and Myrna Wichita.
00:04:48 --> 00:04:49: To train on shelter OK.
00:04:49 --> 00:04:54: Distance into so Charlie Lockdown Chester accusing fine

Caza it's
00:04:54 --> 00:04:59: terremoto TNT Cuando choosing Contra solidary media

Rudimental is such
00:04:59 --> 00:05:03: a Visa Mcnew summer starting gravity under all terrain

tracked
00:05:03 --> 00:05:06: and OC D and various liquid known Kenosha.
00:05:06 --> 00:05:09: Operatic event in NOLA.
00:05:09 --> 00:05:14: There's a limit to symmetric estatal empatic anomic dapporto.
00:05:14 --> 00:05:17: Lactic accounts are the lockdown everyday,
00:05:17 --> 00:05:20: tarantella ticket economic rolater Croata,
00:05:20 --> 00:05:23: internal Orica Variano traditional Queenie.
00:05:23 --> 00:05:26: She purchased on a Primo tree,
00:05:26 --> 00:05:30: mass approaches, so determinated citori come allow talk so

loud
00:05:31 --> 00:05:32: that predicament at 0,
00:05:32 --> 00:05:35: 2T factory reset or is presenting Mila,
00:05:35 --> 00:05:41: got yellow spit ality restaurant alberghi Valya Aeroporti

question of
00:05:41 --> 00:05:45: scooper socratica renter multi altri measure not an auto.
00:05:45 --> 00:05:50: Black and Cruziana Airport talking to the pace of their
00:05:50 --> 00:05:51: mobile to Kuna.
00:05:51 --> 00:05:57: Chrollo della TV to economic veramente no table.
00:05:57 --> 00:06:02: Into the like Crazy Country Elementary in component of

Remo
00:06:02 --> 00:06:07: Miracle Sumo abdominal consumer productivity percale.
00:06:07 --> 00:06:11: Distensae mentor evident renting porn and elaborate.
00:06:11 --> 00:06:15: Madera ministry change.
00:06:15 --> 00:06:18: Yeah, bamboo tip. You debit or debit attention of all
00:06:18 --> 00:06:18: here,
00:06:18 --> 00:06:21: so they need the public mobile data,
00:06:21 --> 00:06:24: debit or principle meant to prevent.
00:06:24 --> 00:06:27: They took wasting, they should've Estela symmetry.
00:06:27 --> 00:06:30: A little difference. Astrobase, stunnel,
00:06:30 --> 00:06:32: Riforma, Anna Laura PD today.
00:06:32 --> 00:06:36: Larry Prasa Nola subpoena corollary precious tiny sand and

Christy
00:06:37 --> 00:06:40: George McCready question are they less commercial?
00:06:40 --> 00:06:44: They guess quality customer chainsaw massacre mean a

possible a
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00:06:44 --> 00:06:47: calculate Frazier embarrassing motor repair.
00:06:47 --> 00:06:50: Mentor it restarted at least at Unity Cabana.
00:06:50 --> 00:06:52: Confirm attic so multiple liminary.
00:06:52 --> 00:06:55: Multimedia artist.
00:06:55 --> 00:07:00: Have a sense? Impressionante very crazy will pay space OK
00:07:00 --> 00:07:02: Larry Praiser Sarah.
00:07:02 --> 00:07:05: Metallic will OK start to light up you later.
00:07:07 --> 00:07:08: There comes a little yes.
00:07:08 --> 00:07:10: He pays some McAdoo to.
00:07:10 --> 00:07:14: They'll know I purchased so magical Kuno banker Italia Parla
00:07:14 --> 00:07:15: del Tredici features.
00:07:17 --> 00:07:21: Liquid, which massively Sharma get 7 Karate then Norman or
00:07:21 --> 00:07:22: inmates CPA,
00:07:22 --> 00:07:27: security, prendere model, quadramed so she could purchase.
00:07:27 --> 00:07:29: Back for the Nike committee.
00:07:29 --> 00:07:35: For the committee, Parillo Galanite represent the Committee

for the
00:07:35 --> 00:07:35: PROFILO
00:07:35 --> 00:07:38: Lynn Patrick Attivo, Pouvoir Etre,
00:07:38 --> 00:07:43: pays a second, especially the turning off composite

touristical,
00:07:43 --> 00:07:46: Casey Baza, maltose, Lawspet, Ality Queen,
00:07:46 --> 00:07:52: the Aerolinea Barca, fairest rented a notional particolarmente

pizanti metronome
00:07:52 --> 00:07:53: sooner,
00:07:53 --> 00:07:58: particularmente peasanty citori K no no no so fair to
00:07:58 --> 00:07:59: a directora.
00:07:59 --> 00:08:01: Stop.
00:08:01 --> 00:08:06: The locker easy Casales historic Delacon Ascione the

technology she
00:08:06 --> 00:08:09: della Delhivery Ecosia convention.
00:08:12 --> 00:08:16: He said sorry, they'll take Dallas Silicon Valley Quest E
00:08:16 --> 00:08:19: Quindi maintainer cool afasy Larry Fraser Brown,
00:08:19 --> 00:08:23: a former bee commercial 808 possible it could you see
00:08:23 --> 00:08:26: on a second on that equity every money dope?
00:08:26 --> 00:08:31: Yeah congratulates apparel they clean anti della Prossima on

that.
00:08:31 --> 00:08:35: And also you know if urologist and coming back to
00:08:35 --> 00:08:37: guarantee top.
00:08:37 --> 00:08:39: Too late 'cause I'm young.
00:08:39 --> 00:08:41: Lot of Americas posted the political,
00:08:41 --> 00:08:46: economic and Queen oh negative molto diverso map display

goesta
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00:08:46 --> 00:08:51: diversion mckinnies me conclude about messing up cool duty
pasiano

00:08:51 --> 00:08:57: Instituto facto Imponte Hillary prison bridge commercial Dairy
Queen Deanna.

00:08:57 --> 00:09:02: Substantial maintain data then RE ally all minus 10 Seattle
00:09:02 --> 00:09:05: Denery Perla persona consumer Tori.
00:09:05 --> 00:09:09: People in prison. Equity, queste ano scrum?
00:09:09 --> 00:09:14: Enter Data and growth so called for positive I mercati.
00:09:14 --> 00:09:15: Up in Sonic but OK,
00:09:15 --> 00:09:19: I'm not creating these are copy Imatra Committee Chair,
00:09:19 --> 00:09:21: Wall Street to Main Street,
00:09:21 --> 00:09:24: trammer catechin Ansari mercati Rally America,
00:09:24 --> 00:09:29: Dickson Ansari. The sooner might or Natalie Valley pre crazy
00:09:29 --> 00:09:29: super.
00:09:29 --> 00:09:32: Polycom yeah.
00:09:32 --> 00:09:34: No five non PC ammo came here.
00:09:34 --> 00:09:40: Kathy real indie Kino property method of alchemy reality

Turkey.
00:09:40 --> 00:09:44: Sustainable to that place this picture.
00:09:44 --> 00:09:48: In Cora Sigrid employee Tutti Pazzi stand in.
00:09:48 --> 00:09:50: Isando matter in peace today.
00:09:50 --> 00:09:54: Piano nationally longer term Queen.
00:09:54 --> 00:09:56: I know he can Sue me.
00:09:56 --> 00:10:01: Doyle Agenta not really resource or Cayman thing cannot

render
00:10:01 --> 00:10:06: possible impressive super low shock mind AJ program will

not
00:10:06 --> 00:10:10: terminate hypocritical piano Colao just gonna matter.
00:10:10 --> 00:10:14: No problem I'll be lost asola Banda larga.
00:10:14 --> 00:10:20: Cruise Yournet leave fresh fruit or a Ecosia question program
00:10:20 --> 00:10:23: if you don't go there mean.
00:10:23 --> 00:10:26: Really kill Italian grandissimo, DaVita,
00:10:26 --> 00:10:31: public mental, Germania, substantial made that all is that you
00:10:31 --> 00:10:35: need to tell us all in between Eastern Sierra Total
00:10:35 --> 00:10:39: resource and it just sorry Italian K parent.
00:10:39 --> 00:10:44: Public also projected right upper children Peeler seat Robot a
00:10:44 --> 00:10:47: default so they quit their resourcing.
00:10:47 --> 00:10:52: Raining on Earth Rd. I'll throw it there Fortuna.
00:10:52 --> 00:10:57: Relativa Nostra, la Francesca, providing supports your neck

well made.
00:10:57 --> 00:10:59: Very featureless pan Yankee a Queen.
00:10:59 --> 00:11:02: The contrary amazing technology Spencer.
00:11:02 --> 00:11:06: I never open up cargo soon intervene to non soltanto
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00:11:06 --> 00:11:09: bizarre to Salamanca Chitrali case.
00:11:09 --> 00:11:14: Endo repair mutualistic about monkeys were Commissioner

appear COMESA leader
00:11:14 --> 00:11:17: is also kiss on ensure transfer.
00:11:17 --> 00:11:21: Stanyer Alecca Syntegra Julia Bank at central repair.
00:11:21 --> 00:11:23: Fairly fresh fruit or a.
00:11:23 --> 00:11:28: Need for Major Otto mess decreasing related over Palermo

Acuesta
00:11:28 --> 00:11:29: invention.
00:11:29 --> 00:11:34: Wabo recovery planning quality so the Internet can longer

Ave
00:11:35 --> 00:11:42: Suite David Publishing nationally McKibben know the rectum

intentionally financeiro
00:11:42 --> 00:11:44: PSR and or even.
00:11:44 --> 00:11:48: Nelly CME lamb ontari. And not able install Parlando Detroit
00:11:49 --> 00:11:53: really only in a row permit at Sherkera Bank Central
00:11:53 --> 00:11:55: limit Achica dilatory to fiscal.
00:11:57 --> 00:12:02: Hello. Hospital negativo solely mckinnies me Coco Bmac

Pistek Wister
00:12:03 --> 00:12:07: is also recommending that qualifies based radio NATO allies

beat
00:12:07 --> 00:12:12: Sarah Ella Germany soldiers summary that is so beaten and
00:12:12 --> 00:12:17: Julie Queen. This journey so called decorated very familiar

supportive
00:12:17 --> 00:12:19: rental impress in Italia.
00:12:19 --> 00:12:22: Abbiamo missing piece that they make pennies.
00:12:22 --> 00:12:26: Me Karachi nosey lengthy.
00:12:26 --> 00:12:30: So not coming to get everybody Michael Grande.
00:12:30 --> 00:12:34: Quest not representing problem is surely politically brave.
00:12:34 --> 00:12:38: Represent Trump women or marcella political logo?
00:12:38 --> 00:12:41: Deleted and it really started.
00:12:41 --> 00:12:46: Generally a piano color because it yeah.
00:12:46 --> 00:12:51: Literally, should I push it either second or Mason?
00:12:51 --> 00:12:56: Principal mental eval repair in piano repair on a fortissimo
00:12:56 --> 00:12:57: valenza.
00:12:57 --> 00:13:03: Political percale. Passover cineuropa, Pew Pew federali

pure.
00:13:03 --> 00:13:06: Cording after few Interventie statue,
00:13:06 --> 00:13:11: Llano Probabilmente Supino geopolitical printer,
00:13:11 --> 00:13:17: Annalee Ropa Majora, Forza negotiate internationally.
00:13:17 --> 00:13:21: Trecina estate unity repeater. Neutral cigar.com.
00:13:24 --> 00:13:27: Sinus pain, the refund is totally repaid by Sabrina cuisine
00:13:27 --> 00:13:29: originally requested.
00:13:29 --> 00:13:32: They just you know, not Sonali.
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00:13:32 --> 00:13:34: But not for crack cracker.
00:13:34 --> 00:13:36: Commercial dealer know, know, know know,
00:13:36 --> 00:13:40: fantastic loyalty, microeconomic yard sale.
00:13:40 --> 00:13:42: Have you never?
00:13:42 --> 00:13:44: It's old.
00:13:44 --> 00:13:48: Can contribute to NATO positive over surveillance.
00:13:48 --> 00:13:51: European opinion on the Mail program Entergy,
00:13:51 --> 00:13:56: Inkwell, Angola, K Cuando sulforaphane siccative as camera

battery producer.
00:13:56 --> 00:13:59: Towler quandary batches.
00:13:59 --> 00:14:03: Past tense of interest. Physical node over Tor property.
00:14:03 --> 00:14:07: Oh April positive or negative attitude repair is ways to
00:14:07 --> 00:14:11: cozy Commission Ostrach Apache to dispel the requester.
00:14:11 --> 00:14:14: Resource consuming credibility or photo.
00:14:14 --> 00:14:18: Jim question anterior condylar over substance and mental

illness.
00:14:18 --> 00:14:21: Emperor solo delays in the Tiger.
00:14:21 --> 00:14:24: The difficult question on monetary resource.
00:14:24 --> 00:14:27: I can also maybe stop error.
00:14:27 --> 00:14:29: Spain the request is all they care,
00:14:29 --> 00:14:33: even know orderly beachill Dalora place ranking pretty

feature.
00:14:33 --> 00:14:38: K commander of Antilla cause 8 miniera normally be firm
00:14:38 --> 00:14:38: Aqua.
00:14:38 --> 00:14:42: See granted profits in the University to pursue livery.
00:14:42 --> 00:14:43: Do it any stretches.
00:14:45 --> 00:14:50: Me care according to Valide.
00:14:50 --> 00:14:52: Under alchemy law even OK,
00:14:52 --> 00:14:55: I won't get proposed to the gym.
00:14:55 --> 00:14:57: Will do this on TV.
00:14:57 --> 00:15:04: Emailers Perosino kolaghat equally. So livery in property sort

of
00:15:04 --> 00:15:06: Western wear in Primo.
00:15:06 --> 00:15:09: Amazing Brackey anchors with Thunder.
00:15:11 --> 00:15:16: Wanna cause a paranoid person Bajadi El Mundo del

Duemila
00:15:16 --> 00:15:17: Vento.
00:15:17 --> 00:15:20: Normally Metra can populate data,
00:15:20 --> 00:15:23: public or anchor.
00:15:23 --> 00:15:27: Arkady Digital public Olimpiu Importante duty pays in a

position
00:15:27 --> 00:15:29: at a local chapter.
00:15:29 --> 00:15:32: Charlie joy. For Democrats tomatoes,
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00:15:32 --> 00:15:34: it loses.
00:15:34 --> 00:15:38: Well, I can tailor two or second equality and Casilla
00:15:38 --> 00:15:41: Pandemia is not a permanent simulator.
00:15:41 --> 00:15:47: Divisi 2T Varano reproposed inhaled APO is automatic

Camilla.
00:15:47 --> 00:15:52: Prince by UK. Jennifer Temple she thought that whenever

player
00:15:52 --> 00:15:55: I've ever jauna autonomia
00:15:55 --> 00:15:56: digital label Monday so.
00:16:00 --> 00:16:02: Ben and Matt.
00:16:02 --> 00:16:10: See my DGM Azzy land Killer redistributors competitive.
00:16:10 --> 00:16:16: Ideally, Partitas iguana Matthew Hill Avanti then passed the

Pandemia
00:16:16 --> 00:16:16: a,
00:16:16 --> 00:16:20: quindi love each in the container on a dynamic Adi
00:16:20 --> 00:16:22: completed Journal.
00:16:22 --> 00:16:29: Try Economy air nationally camera lamento relevant issimo

requestors Freda.
00:16:31 --> 00:16:33: Gary Caldwell
00:16:33 --> 00:16:38: just repacked the megabass only nasty creature paliotti and

she
00:16:39 --> 00:16:44: Manila dynamic and exporter this in person and keynotes

reconquer
00:16:44 --> 00:16:46: NT for rebonding
00:16:46 --> 00:16:49: quindi child Emery concurrency.
00:16:49 --> 00:16:51: Certin.
00:16:51 --> 00:16:55: Respond acquisto voi K?
00:16:55 --> 00:17:02: Kamikaze Allora, sequel mentor. Questa crazy Canberra.
00:17:02 --> 00:17:08: Later on, Kia Trapeze in Elektronomia until a geopolitical

mondiale.
00:17:08 --> 00:17:14: Can be around Europe or Tia grandissima Lovallo Cinas start
00:17:14 --> 00:17:15: unity evropa.
00:17:15 --> 00:17:19: Lower opacity Petrassi, Darrell, tableaux genus that you

need.
00:17:19 --> 00:17:23: Yeah Caruso simulator Cicero Nita said answer Anita

Contribu Pokey
00:17:23 --> 00:17:28: similar Stacy Germania Contra multiple Cosa Nostra

repurchase only problem
00:17:28 --> 00:17:32: Intel internal eropa queer search in traffic and a bit
00:17:32 --> 00:17:35: of public affairs Granddad.
00:17:35 --> 00:17:39: Google pays again. You can be found in all added
00:17:39 --> 00:17:39: up.
00:17:39 --> 00:17:42: Non she AJ Villa del trochanter,
00:17:42 --> 00:17:44: BMN Grande system in predatorial.
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00:17:44 --> 00:17:51: Any consequences you credo K nothing predatory say
nosara master

00:17:51 --> 00:17:52: Cola.
00:17:52 --> 00:17:55: So lemony care and our self are impure beyond more
00:17:56 --> 00:17:59: unified it almost at a table in my new Tilera
00:17:59 --> 00:18:00: contact Sheila,
00:18:00 --> 00:18:03: Pero Una Grandissima quantity Risparmio,
00:18:03 --> 00:18:06: Canonical, David Servire or Claritin Taxi.
00:18:06 --> 00:18:10: Older people poster. Matrimoniale mozzarella Grande Sir.
00:18:10 --> 00:18:14: But Toyota Resource therefore equates to replace a monkey,
00:18:14 --> 00:18:16: silly propria propaganda.
00:18:19 --> 00:18:23: Allocates a common austro no check you know raw partition.
00:18:23 --> 00:18:26: I wanna Rimando in the japonesque.
00:18:26 --> 00:18:29: Windy your credit request to see Alan Grandissima.
00:18:29 --> 00:18:31: Resource hacker.
00:18:33 --> 00:18:35: Nobody get it wet, repay easy,
00:18:35 --> 00:18:37: just to check where Data Utd start.
00:18:37 --> 00:18:43: Augustana Tablet Ordesky know that Lufthansa 2 yeah.
00:18:43 --> 00:18:43: A more.
00:18:45 --> 00:18:48: Buster on TV this year.
00:18:48 --> 00:18:51: Apo
00:18:51 --> 00:18:56: no Arjun go this took a salmon questore specifical group
00:18:56 --> 00:19:00: discussion can care real estate camera everyday.
00:19:00 --> 00:19:05: Intercambio feature fun to see an organ.
00:19:05 --> 00:19:09: Why don't you say you can't?
00:19:09 --> 00:19:14: With the cars are all funny budget accounts negatory

marimo.
00:19:14 --> 00:19:16: Emory, presently no cigarette.
00:19:19 --> 00:19:21: April, may.
00:19:21 --> 00:19:24: But I don't even talk to somebody there selling it
00:19:24 --> 00:19:24: sooner.
00:19:24 --> 00:19:25: But then on your mobile,
00:19:25 --> 00:19:27: yeah.
00:19:27 --> 00:19:31: This morning Tammy dresses the multivariable.
00:19:31 --> 00:19:32: Take a look at.
00:19:34 --> 00:19:34: Virtual music
00:19:37 --> 00:19:38: could you point me to school soon?
00:19:38 --> 00:19:42: OK twister. It left right there.
00:19:42 --> 00:19:45: No fashion meant a recoverable.
00:19:45 --> 00:19:51: Another persone condition idea. Very when I got this

variance.
00:19:51 --> 00:19:55: See ya the Lotto fianza publica.
00:19:55 --> 00:19:58: Johnny Valiani monkey, the Grande banker,
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00:19:58 --> 00:19:59: dhofari internationally.
00:20:01 --> 00:20:05: He gave away store. Lumia sensor tuning jugado.
00:20:05 --> 00:20:09: The motivation is requested.
00:20:09 --> 00:20:12: OK, do we live in the South?
00:20:12 --> 00:20:15: Did you need see packet that booty booty Vista send
00:20:15 --> 00:20:17: Orlando Della pandemia?
00:20:19 --> 00:20:22: By unchecked Abdullah fed to someone.
00:20:22 --> 00:20:27: Motivo de la Pandemia Veros Obito delay dynamic equity

Turner
00:20:27 --> 00:20:28: on Oprah,
00:20:28 --> 00:20:33: validate memory, aeronautical question, to share my victory?
00:20:35 --> 00:20:39: Italian nearly shelter the political economic and diluted Lizzo

della
00:20:39 --> 00:20:42: Impresionante quantity resource.
00:20:42 --> 00:20:44: Again select fukui. I assisted review.
00:20:44 --> 00:20:49: Bolton inquest Discorso pair of it are a kid.
00:20:49 --> 00:20:55: Music legend CD rating recommendation or massacre

Archie.
00:20:55 --> 00:20:57: Mark too quick.
00:20:57 --> 00:21:03: Undertale inquistor partita. I said a proactive in Ellery Praiser
00:21:03 --> 00:21:04: coming.
00:21:04 --> 00:21:06: Sarah Crasher, Ella, maybe Sheena,
00:21:06 --> 00:21:10: Pearl Italiano, solo Norman, known Allosteric,
00:21:10 --> 00:21:14: a known Ellery, shipped in Terminus Rudy Mila Kresha,
00:21:14 --> 00:21:17: saying Russia vacation in Franklinton.
00:21:17 --> 00:21:21: Deemo Afirma la Legend City rating her quit looking algo
00:21:21 --> 00:21:22: no sooner.
00:21:22 --> 00:21:28: They'll count indicatory Mercatino Garden or Latin German to

repel
00:21:28 --> 00:21:30: garden home.
00:21:30 --> 00:21:34: Cassidy Teresa goes India ephraemi Eduardo Eduardo,
00:21:34 --> 00:21:39: emergency derating legend separating and also spatially

citrulline oil,
00:21:39 --> 00:21:45: Massa. Condomi Judicial Italia leader Ano Unicamente

imbecile crashed error
00:21:45 --> 00:21:48: sustainability debit OK depending.
00:21:50 --> 00:21:53: Yo Creo, K Kannan, David track right off at the
00:21:53 --> 00:21:56: code here going on David to I'll check this account
00:21:56 --> 00:22:00: that she don't enter the projector Pelister amino there.
00:22:00 --> 00:22:01: Katie David to repair.
00:22:04 --> 00:22:07: Hey could you created will be so sweet corn ticket
00:22:07 --> 00:22:10: code on meds or the short prose free Mario,
00:22:10 --> 00:22:13: he only made child little interest.
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00:22:16 --> 00:22:20: Who made so decrease the nominal it right as aggression
00:22:20 --> 00:22:21: to Nylander crossing,
00:22:21 --> 00:22:26: which is what is horrible specification.
00:22:26 --> 00:22:28: Will they be to sustainable apparel?
00:22:28 --> 00:22:31: Repay for Unika variabile electricista.
00:22:31 --> 00:22:35: They talk historically thought to the Acer and they group
00:22:35 --> 00:22:39: the two divisor matronal debit or fussy kalafina solution

requested
00:22:39 --> 00:22:40: everyday.
00:22:42 --> 00:22:44: I cannot sleep at all.
00:22:44 --> 00:22:46: David requested even Sionil Astoria,
00:22:46 --> 00:22:46: no.
00:22:48 --> 00:22:51: Local accretional 'cause if you like are you crazy?
00:22:53 --> 00:22:56: Is set up you Fatty legacy for civil suit and
00:22:56 --> 00:22:57: an oil change.
00:22:57 --> 00:22:59: Italian Edwin Miller, Dodici, Resultaten,
00:22:59 --> 00:23:02: Alitalia, Arizona.
00:23:02 --> 00:23:05: Equity you could pay dollar new Group or a separate
00:23:05 --> 00:23:06: multiple say ********
00:23:06 --> 00:23:08: about the letter that sold.
00:23:08 --> 00:23:10: In fact it's easy. Just wanted,
00:23:10 --> 00:23:12: you know, know know, Cozzo Larry,
00:23:12 --> 00:23:17: formal catalyst ability can produce a elementary flexibility on

question.
00:23:17 --> 00:23:19: Be sure to reach an name for the franchisor.
00:23:19 --> 00:23:23: Many every one of the problem.
00:23:23 --> 00:23:24: David, it's OK you another man.
00:23:24 --> 00:23:26: Thank you.
00:23:26 --> 00:23:30: Amanda became a Laura.
00:23:30 --> 00:23:32: A convincing argument. D2 TK,
00:23:32 --> 00:23:36: Adobe Amaryl and Sharla, demanding terna in at a circuit
00:23:36 --> 00:23:37: party.
00:23:37 --> 00:23:40: No investimenti publishing.
00:23:40 --> 00:23:44: Caracalla demand interna ES fea or consequences.
00:23:44 --> 00:23:47: Uniquely, media fiduccia cujete vamenta,
00:23:47 --> 00:23:53: questo Staten reesha Dara oh Mario movie August Aggron

division
00:23:53 --> 00:23:58: Instagram strategy of Histogram Decorah Joker to permit a

deer
00:23:58 --> 00:24:01: abbreviations video shows in Spain during.
00:24:01 --> 00:24:04: It's windy.
00:24:04 --> 00:24:09: Krista Crashy Television board efficiently signified Amanda

Pocola gotta Investimenti
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00:24:09 --> 00:24:11: publishing Motors on arcade derivative,
00:24:11 --> 00:24:15: that tutor Montana is already gay.
00:24:15 --> 00:24:21: Better. Recovery fund sure cyndaquil OKC kapish

everywhere until the
00:24:22 --> 00:24:23: middle of into no.
00:24:23 --> 00:24:29: Quickest yamagumo Stato da Santa Quattro governing

Setanta she 20
00:24:29 --> 00:24:30: Republica.
00:24:30 --> 00:24:35: Cigna, Listica del Gobierno, Questi Soldi player even know or
00:24:35 --> 00:24:41: pulling Commissional virile Italian woman warming tempeh.
00:24:41 --> 00:24:44: Zariski 08, finished early.
00:24:44 --> 00:24:48: This is a decoder inverto lyrics poster coming to request
00:24:48 --> 00:24:49: a toy puzzle table.
00:24:51 --> 00:24:56: Hello request so in Semidey interventive.
00:24:56 --> 00:25:01: A groundwater, rigzone temporal longer lateral temporal

orizont aqui Mira.
00:25:01 --> 00:25:05: He'll intervene to pure Oppido internal economy,
00:25:05 --> 00:25:09: Adecuada banking center repair Cupertino city,
00:25:09 --> 00:25:12: Italy. Quest little attention is sweet ***.
00:25:12 --> 00:25:18: See Evita, Risky Taylor, scam really risky decoder risky

catastrophe
00:25:18 --> 00:25:24: Che questi Jackson surana Jai internal PCB are compatible

italiane
00:25:24 --> 00:25:25: PewDiePie.
00:25:25 --> 00:25:28: It continued.
00:25:28 --> 00:25:32: Based on that Randall Queen sheer call immediatamente.
00:25:32 --> 00:25:39: Are the insure a la baguette Chicago repella Banka

estimated
00:25:39 --> 00:25:40: direct care?
00:25:40 --> 00:25:42: So for a Barry Barry,
00:25:42 --> 00:25:45: the September in Avanti Cozy Coma,
00:25:45 --> 00:25:52: a little tamer, multiple Etica del Teleseminar della Mcdell

mess,
00:25:52 --> 00:25:55: scammer, Italian Mesa, AZ.
00:25:55 --> 00:26:00: Your neck is here compared to the critic.
00:26:00 --> 00:26:04: Let me know 'cause you're a little late in Grecia.
00:26:04 --> 00:26:06: It all sort of evil when I 'cause I care,
00:26:06 --> 00:26:09: I felt that it like crazy finanziaria di Finanza pubblica.
00:26:09 --> 00:26:14: They single phase gonna conditionally to macro Malta

stringent.
00:26:14 --> 00:26:17: Questel interventional message to tonight.
00:26:17 --> 00:26:22: Rocosa intervene talking server known out by his account

Crazy
00:26:22 --> 00:26:23: Joe Syncratic,
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00:26:23 --> 00:26:27: Upper Kayla and the beer of your mentee globally.
00:26:27 --> 00:26:31: Generally a survey, financial field or projector appeal.
00:26:31 --> 00:26:34: Try to settle your diquini paranoid,
00:26:34 --> 00:26:37: but there's a lot less space.
00:26:37 --> 00:26:44: Alien party post Sanitario Spencer literally rose medallion

partitioning.
00:26:44 --> 00:26:48: They are quick ways to check on the message for
00:26:48 --> 00:26:53: pandering cor sudano Cuando recovery fund cavitch a

poodle got
00:26:53 --> 00:26:55: her meaning for caissons.
00:26:55 --> 00:27:02: Interventions to rally in tournament drive antiseptic quando

questa intra
00:27:02 --> 00:27:03: in.
00:27:03 --> 00:27:06: Invigorate depend arising from internal efficiency.
00:27:06 --> 00:27:08: Single crazy that is quite low.
00:27:08 --> 00:27:12: Caramella shooter multiple place so the lapre poster

colehour can
00:27:12 --> 00:27:16: launch indicative coming Missouri requested zoning meant

annoyed.
00:27:16 --> 00:27:21: CCN Infrastruktura casino Banda Larga O now.
00:27:21 --> 00:27:26: No matter if you think on your own indicatory Missouri
00:27:26 --> 00:27:28: to conquer that controller.
00:27:31 --> 00:27:33: OK, sure yeah.
00:27:33 --> 00:27:34: I can tell you that,
00:27:34 --> 00:27:36: but I did enter until it'll be a quick theory.
00:27:36 --> 00:27:39: There are no parole TV.
00:27:39 --> 00:27:43: No problem I got trapped and OC D at silumgar
00:27:43 --> 00:27:44: termini none.
00:27:44 --> 00:27:47: No, they don't get in the program and you pay
00:27:47 --> 00:27:50: so different equities to make business started pragmatic.
00:27:50 --> 00:27:52: There's no freaking message to Kathy,
00:27:52 --> 00:27:54: OK?
00:27:54 --> 00:27:57: Basically, the way I'm always sitting in their chair,
00:27:57 --> 00:28:01: program, teacher data developing, both of which is server.
00:28:01 --> 00:28:05: Near me. Try that positively,
00:28:05 --> 00:28:08: Chancay suggests.
00:28:08 --> 00:28:10: Publish their cake with him.
00:28:10 --> 00:28:12: He said he fully public.
00:28:12 --> 00:28:14: She may not have purchased it.
00:28:14 --> 00:28:18: Doesn't reasonable to chase up at Cisco Modem of ETP,
00:28:18 --> 00:28:19: non Italian.
00:28:21 --> 00:28:24: Change to me are getting Amanda.
00:28:24 --> 00:28:30: Counterweight equal invention every tape Queen here no
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cradoc urgent
00:28:30 --> 00:28:36: problem disponibility resource and non critical Italia Grazielae

assisted with
00:28:36 --> 00:28:37: sooner repair.
00:28:37 --> 00:28:41: Abby and Emma Al Momento DHS I Mercati is a
00:28:41 --> 00:28:43: fortune agency rating.
00:28:43 --> 00:28:49: Stay motivated as you say there OK Peel and approaching
00:28:49 --> 00:28:51: more rainbow outside.
00:28:51 --> 00:28:58: Every paper depended dalla Capacita del Nostro Sistema.
00:28:58 --> 00:29:02: Karen, tell if you don't cha know name ask me.
00:29:02 --> 00:29:05: Any particular just donate the lamb?
00:29:08 --> 00:29:11: Mr Tamale.
00:29:11 --> 00:29:14: Play some party. Place to be American shooter,
00:29:14 --> 00:29:15: IBM or reorganize at oh.
00:29:15 --> 00:29:20: They change them into Rapidamente system as an Italian.
00:29:20 --> 00:29:23: Laugh. You do check rockabilly ship to element on each
00:29:23 --> 00:29:24: pallet there.
00:29:24 --> 00:29:27: OK for again. Also not sorry you missed me to
00:29:27 --> 00:29:28: publish answers.
00:29:28 --> 00:29:30: William estimated Mariotti Isomalt Importante,
00:29:30 --> 00:29:34: a killer gentleman investors and invaded Amanda's

innovative consumer,
00:29:34 --> 00:29:37: causing the appropriate should waste the variability.
00:29:37 --> 00:29:40: Sodeco portamento.
00:29:40 --> 00:29:42: Consumer message OK, I know you trust him.
00:29:42 --> 00:29:45: Is it clear owner is post a man possibly attic.
00:29:45 --> 00:29:48: Everything I do stuff.
00:29:48 --> 00:29:55: So legit or Kenya care this video for 70 performed
00:29:55 --> 00:29:56: Amanda.
00:29:56 --> 00:29:59: Nearby Moon are crazy. You think?
00:29:59 --> 00:30:00: Nope, oh.
00:30:03 --> 00:30:05: Kitchen, Amanda
00:30:05 --> 00:30:08: one of the mothers who created the refurbished router.
00:30:08 --> 00:30:10: Alipay don't know whether my key.
00:30:21 --> 00:30:26: Back then also like. Ouvindo data reformat structural

equation to
00:30:26 --> 00:30:28: accomplish chamber came.
00:30:28 --> 00:30:32: She write down a crazy question proporcionar here that

Norma
00:30:32 --> 00:30:37: over cassette area transit political may not dogmatism or

present
00:30:37 --> 00:30:41: via safely simulator Mercado Laboral Significa Libertad

Diligence,
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00:30:41 --> 00:30:49: Aaron Recenter. Programmable logic. Say flexibility Pasifika
along Garlett Appalachian

00:30:49 --> 00:30:50: Avellino mystery.
00:30:50 --> 00:30:53: Former structuralist.
00:30:53 --> 00:30:57: Hello Gary. Lit up
00:30:57 --> 00:31:01: radiology Patio GmbH in the middle that she's gonna do
00:31:01 --> 00:31:02: in this theater.
00:31:02 --> 00:31:05: Come in this theater.
00:31:05 --> 00:31:06: It.
00:31:06 --> 00:31:12: Reform array. Quietly. Is it good Sonic an empirical sloping
00:31:12 --> 00:31:16: site echolocation chase so should continue?
00:31:16 --> 00:31:20: Generalize NPR, Busato, Marrero, cherry palm trees,
00:31:20 --> 00:31:24: anniversary photography bypass at a?
00:31:24 --> 00:31:30: Lyrics streets Yoni ID in Cali latch electronic and ornamental
00:31:30 --> 00:31:34: chair chair to maintain non paying so K killed.
00:31:34 --> 00:31:37: I'm willing to pay is in my case they must
00:31:37 --> 00:31:39: completely got it.
00:31:39 --> 00:31:41: That code is in your party or two to make
00:31:41 --> 00:31:45: an easy Divatox locali determine or sooner and the opera
00:31:45 --> 00:31:47: public interest.
00:31:47 --> 00:31:52: Nationality question Miss Embra December event ID follow

'cause we
00:31:52 --> 00:31:56: commit circuit ID for Liberty and Are you ready?
00:31:56 --> 00:31:58: DD and a negocio awkward.
00:32:01 --> 00:32:03: Many some of these schools are,
00:32:03 --> 00:32:06: you know, this comment. Rare responder on.
00:32:08 --> 00:32:09: Layla chat.
00:32:12 --> 00:32:15: No, it's not business.
00:32:15 --> 00:32:18: There are known unknowns.
00:32:18 --> 00:32:22: Unilateral leg OK crystal. That domain uses calculate.
00:32:22 --> 00:32:26: We need no no so yeah.
00:32:26 --> 00:32:29: My name is stable.
00:32:29 --> 00:32:31: Sacramento Custom instead of using the same old cities,
00:32:31 --> 00:32:33: reliable.
00:32:33 --> 00:32:38: Save cycles anyway, so this is 'cause I Pentagon fact.
00:32:38 --> 00:32:40: Also Exuma map.
00:32:40 --> 00:32:46: You know man thing for sael Dhammika Comparin 2 tickle
00:32:46 --> 00:32:50: me 10 quindi say just cool it away and Ella
00:32:50 --> 00:32:51: prima Riga.
00:32:51 --> 00:32:54: Ask Rita me. She made her sooner.
00:32:54 --> 00:32:56: Not even versus Easter.
00:33:00 --> 00:33:04: I see yes India.
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00:33:04 --> 00:33:05: Hey, first thing going on so far.
00:33:07 --> 00:33:12: American vintage pre medical.
00:33:12 --> 00:33:14: I got that was sent that your palate.
00:33:16 --> 00:33:18: Chat with Amazon via the investors.
00:33:18 --> 00:33:22: Iniestra, Sylvia, I will make up for that.
00:33:22 --> 00:33:26: In 10 touchscreen controller the government are better

mutating under
00:33:26 --> 00:33:26: the cheese.
00:33:29 --> 00:33:33: You gotta lower body like a la Lucia.
00:33:33 --> 00:33:36: Ocupo consent.
00:33:36 --> 00:33:40: Don't forget 'cause the food is East Inszoom tray.
00:33:40 --> 00:33:41: Nice write message.
00:33:44 --> 00:33:45: Another word for let me start already good.
00:33:48 --> 00:33:53: Internet profit windia Penicillian graduate right.
00:33:53 --> 00:33:55: She really should get him out there quickly.
00:33:55 --> 00:33:57: 20% intervenire. We
00:33:59 --> 00:34:03: but we've pretty much.
00:34:03 --> 00:34:05: Kevin, you know the stack.
00:34:05 --> 00:34:08: And then Terminator.
00:34:08 --> 00:34:09: Medeama shut up.
00:34:16 --> 00:34:19: The guilty minty quello Ko natural tempo,
00:34:19 --> 00:34:24: possible prosecutor and also syscall quick ways to.
00:34:24 --> 00:34:27: Unal to me to 2nd to make it available poster
00:34:27 --> 00:34:30: to equal obiliq and its unique event on Thursday and
00:34:30 --> 00:34:31: rested on.
00:34:31 --> 00:34:34: Can anybody to Italian?
00:34:34 --> 00:34:38: Impossible reality, but but you certainly could.
00:34:38 --> 00:34:41: Having people on it.
00:34:41 --> 00:34:43: Go to sleep. You get evil.
00:34:43 --> 00:34:46: Wonder Luigi. Now the turn in Italia.
00:34:46 --> 00:34:49: DARPA very political American martial,
00:34:49 --> 00:34:55: nearly Super Altos, Karnik America turning camera.
00:34:55 --> 00:34:57: Let's see now DDJ America.
00:35:00 --> 00:35:02: So yeah, you know, do it mentally.
00:35:02 --> 00:35:04: American Stacy qualcosa. Organism.
00:35:07 --> 00:35:09: In fact, it was at the meeting.
00:35:09 --> 00:35:13: And the American deposal know not to go back in
00:35:13 --> 00:35:16: Italiano I couldn't convince you.
00:35:16 --> 00:35:18: No faculty will still here.
00:35:18 --> 00:35:22: Or is the logical solo profit scared?
00:35:22 --> 00:35:27: Consistent with internal pricing for that started economy.
00:35:27 --> 00:35:30: Maybe yeah, Jimmy Langley? Nick wallick?
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00:35:30 --> 00:35:34: Yeah, that'd aid in area between Alto settlement is interesa
00:35:34 --> 00:35:38: to the cause and effect will last with the common
00:35:38 --> 00:35:43: user selected institutions over at Shelter Allora Questo.
00:35:43 --> 00:35:44: They tame it, always can damage.
00:35:44 --> 00:35:50: Sorry majority privilege. Normalmente lack conditionally

todday denario pay.
00:35:50 --> 00:35:55: An honest I wanna conditionally to Max normally story

comment
00:35:55 --> 00:36:00: if you don't_So Macroeconomic had tried to print Davie.
00:36:00 --> 00:36:02: Impressive?
00:36:02 --> 00:36:04: Italian termites.
00:36:04 --> 00:36:08: Noodle, but hey, listen to little bit team.
00:36:08 --> 00:36:09: Put a man on piano.
00:36:09 --> 00:36:13: The Restitutio knife at the top is a van so
00:36:13 --> 00:36:16: 30 regal center a baby toy.
00:36:16 --> 00:36:20: OK Larry form is true to rally Ferrari Barchetta Formosa
00:36:20 --> 00:36:24: Washington consensus now alright image in Questo Caso Le

Secret.
00:36:24 --> 00:36:26: So nice in the cozy,
00:36:26 --> 00:36:30: delicate Nicosia, Ankara, fusa.
00:36:30 --> 00:36:35: Nicola Terra trac. A2K Comet who Impreza present on

business
00:36:35 --> 00:36:41: planning banker Cuando kilode salty sea creatures avoid

faragon by
00:36:41 --> 00:36:43: solving a quindi periment.
00:36:43 --> 00:36:49: I certainly Dora Latassa Konavle attacks since on Ashland

Skewness
00:36:49 --> 00:36:54: and Medina Davie Acer in Qualche Modo premise OK

question
00:36:54 --> 00:36:54: facility,
00:36:54 --> 00:36:58: European and Cora.
00:36:58 --> 00:37:02: Under Squirrel Garage unable to support him and on.
00:37:02 --> 00:37:06: Hey Mr Anteverted over to list abilitiy.
00:37:06 --> 00:37:10: Dudycz, commonly Missouri Allora TI control and it'll either

not
00:37:10 --> 00:37:14: paint over point in Questo Caso suddenly anchor prestiti my
00:37:14 --> 00:37:16: Perla major party program,
00:37:16 --> 00:37:21: Odell, Next Generation Europe or Recovery Fund Sunday

grants threshold
00:37:21 --> 00:37:22: issue City.
00:37:22 --> 00:37:24: On TV kind of evil,
00:37:24 --> 00:37:28: estimated over via developer. Jaco Padilla,
00:37:28 --> 00:37:30: Fontana at Evangel McGraw.
00:37:33 --> 00:37:36: Jennifer Emerson multiple pictures.
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00:37:36 --> 00:37:40: Hey, let me do something that technology or computer.
00:37:40 --> 00:37:45: They talk about two temperature llamarada Cosmos.
00:37:45 --> 00:37:47: Go to Shama communicati.
00:37:49 --> 00:37:55: Yeah alright, so turn up more I solo forget.
00:37:55 --> 00:37:58: I don't know many conjura.
00:37:58 --> 00:38:01: It's all mental manacle santita G unmuting microphone.
00:38:04 --> 00:38:09: Dairy hey please show me some again central plumbing

permit.
00:38:09 --> 00:38:11: Africa
00:38:11 --> 00:38:15: I'm busy then and now.
00:38:15 --> 00:38:19: A call to the Tokyo proposed to reform so much,
00:38:19 --> 00:38:25: so no barrier. Kozak is server no electricity to secure
00:38:25 --> 00:38:27: a mental reform.
00:38:27 --> 00:38:31: And also the color code their alcuna Sunday matinee,
00:38:31 --> 00:38:35: or some of my gorilla quality Time media to pronounce
00:38:35 --> 00:38:37: Adobe or no set,
00:38:37 --> 00:38:43: or at Lusignan Particularmente care LA Public administration

angle systems
00:38:43 --> 00:38:47: tackle aggression and not sectorial welcome untouchable.
00:38:47 --> 00:38:53: You know Pantheon Nipper Mandir addition project

infrastructure at the
00:38:53 --> 00:38:57: Granite State is MPC KK Ultra non essere evidentemente.
00:38:57 --> 00:39:05: Sonali Bisagna investment charge Solanka Tempe CK final

project.
00:39:05 --> 00:39:10: Intervento equal nourish relative realities are among

determined cambiata OK
00:39:10 --> 00:39:13: quality for the project and abusing squeezes.
00:39:16 --> 00:39:18: Discover.
00:39:18 --> 00:39:22: Only change that we showed a message about sunset

dramatic
00:39:22 --> 00:39:25: Cody Riforma Della Public administration.
00:39:25 --> 00:39:27: Ninja talent
00:39:27 --> 00:39:32: near LA. No so cool that you post hospital Dallas.
00:39:35 --> 00:39:37: I'm into macro team full,
00:39:37 --> 00:39:40: all talkative Oliver proper error.
00:39:40 --> 00:39:45: OK recovery found a 70 Missouri Ricky don't know Cheetah
00:39:45 --> 00:39:48: Project no capacity presenter.
00:39:48 --> 00:39:54: Projected cabin Ancona sides added what altitude in Portugal

sample
00:39:54 --> 00:40:01: and Interior Miller real estate infrastructure in solar Tequesta.
00:40:01 --> 00:40:06: There cannot be an interior periphery and you should be.
00:40:06 --> 00:40:11: Complete interregional outer space so compact Riemann

affair million E
00:40:11 --> 00:40:13: Santa Setanta Parage for example.
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00:40:13 --> 00:40:16: Photo Casa Grande AZ knowledge Graham Perry,
00:40:16 --> 00:40:21: Dover low stature ministration quantum reality per reformat

infrastruktur di
00:40:21 --> 00:40:23: mobility to a private ER,
00:40:23 --> 00:40:24: no praise or very low.
00:40:27 --> 00:40:33: But Allah capacitor project to Alice Significan K Bingo

demand
00:40:33 --> 00:40:33: ask.
00:40:33 --> 00:40:37: It's a lack of passion.
00:40:37 --> 00:40:41: Iman Dupree, Vartan Visitorial, Paratore Nuestra perky,
00:40:41 --> 00:40:44: western popular feature a cheap broker or starter?
00:40:44 --> 00:40:49: David the cheater 'cause I a priority area for a.
00:40:49 --> 00:40:53: Father should be political, economic a he previously Prado

nicer
00:40:53 --> 00:40:58: missing a condition investigator and the proper reprojected

sensitivity acquiesced
00:40:58 --> 00:40:58: to,
00:40:58 --> 00:41:03: you know to Malta, deregister congresswoman to the part of
00:41:03 --> 00:41:05: the roster to get in here.
00:41:05 --> 00:41:09: We can factor. Yep, when you consider insert project you
00:41:09 --> 00:41:10: know part of my.
00:41:10 --> 00:41:13: You know some more totemism.
00:41:13 --> 00:41:17: Cuanto cuesta? He then some other soul.
00:41:17 --> 00:41:22: Mondo then visit Oradell Impreza can come over President

Nicola
00:41:22 --> 00:41:24: Bonomini confidence Stamper,
00:41:24 --> 00:41:29: socially Nando Ciputra recompose.
00:41:29 --> 00:41:35: It put the fashion roperty bronkey respecter of cheap

required.
00:41:35 --> 00:41:37: But I'm not with them,
00:41:37 --> 00:41:39: but all I could pull up 1%
00:41:39 --> 00:41:44: is replace me carols Roberto respond or intent to your.
00:41:44 --> 00:41:47: Let me try Pirolli quintinie credentialing,
00:41:47 --> 00:41:50: gradually appearing here.
00:41:50 --> 00:41:53: Apollo Movie 2.
00:41:53 --> 00:41:56: Loving.
00:41:56 --> 00:41:57: Every day, you know.
00:42:00 --> 00:42:01: Fontana windy
00:42:04 --> 00:42:09: by Allah. Progress here, but I'm a sucker.
00:42:09 --> 00:42:16: Lobero Crecia multivoltine make Elaine to Turkey meat

impractical deli
00:42:16 --> 00:42:20: Norman Casino for a Gino's epicenter.
00:42:20 --> 00:42:23: College career path.
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00:42:23 --> 00:42:25: Call colleges.
00:42:25 --> 00:42:29: They took ways to link CMA Legislature on a bureaucrat
00:42:29 --> 00:42:33: Cara presenter to pair stratification issue.
00:42:33 --> 00:42:37: Jesse there. OK, Chris.
00:42:37 --> 00:42:42: Represent that movie Grande Factory defray know exactly

normally.
00:42:42 --> 00:42:49: Operate public opera Prima Tacoma to stay Sacramento

State secondary
00:42:49 --> 00:42:50: alright.
00:42:50 --> 00:42:53: Message Achi shulam
00:42:53 --> 00:42:58: Schuler digitally the Cinderella Pia Ultragaz Schuler

simplification Acebes Junior
00:42:58 --> 00:43:02: a hacer in Grado di Paura della Domanda their case.
00:43:02 --> 00:43:08: There will be real quick respond electronic amenta

Carrington Discorso
00:43:08 --> 00:43:10: delonga terminal discourse.
00:43:10 --> 00:43:15: How to get each one to my sicuramente Ella prima
00:43:15 --> 00:43:18: della Cosa Faridpur casino?
00:43:18 --> 00:43:22: Tina Day, so Lucia from Tata Cola Daroga here a
00:43:22 --> 00:43:24: Jacuzzi nipple awoken,
00:43:24 --> 00:43:28: Davida prima. Atlanta Daily Olympian you know,
00:43:28 --> 00:43:32: and this eventually Grande event and have all Karina Locust
00:43:32 --> 00:43:33: Hill Country genomes.
00:43:35 --> 00:43:37: It is only under anti Nope.
00:43:37 --> 00:43:41: You Cordero, Gamma, Simplificado, Veramente Questi

question mechanism.
00:43:45 --> 00:43:50: Cappuccetto project to ally question.
00:43:50 --> 00:43:55: Sacramento Capitol Hill, Parlando Con Brooks and others

happy Comarco
00:43:55 --> 00:43:55: boutique.
00:43:55 --> 00:43:59: A couple in Cabinet rejected only a lot of Orono
00:43:59 --> 00:44:00: superiorly macro.
00:44:03 --> 00:44:08: Schools active macro interventie Queen Bee Digital is that

shown
00:44:08 --> 00:44:09: on piano.
00:44:09 --> 00:44:13: Perilous quali questa minola mikron channel?
00:44:15 --> 00:44:19: Palitana Defeates eco cradle.
00:44:22 --> 00:44:27: Parallel Park a little Spacey sun orchid boy and fronted
00:44:27 --> 00:44:29: the Germania franchise.
00:44:29 --> 00:44:32: Spanier, Canon people Eurocrat series.
00:44:35 --> 00:44:38: He cleaned me out bro K.
00:44:38 --> 00:44:42: No. She trotted yesterday feel shows your main or so
00:44:43 --> 00:44:48: LTC apacheta projector projector market Citra TDs rate

charges.
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00:44:48 --> 00:44:54: Full capacity limit repeated a macro project data request or
00:44:54 --> 00:45:01: proprio Lantra Sarah Erin webinar corn filler Ekirch error

console
00:45:01 --> 00:45:03: Amelia Nomades a Copa del.
00:45:03 --> 00:45:09: Dell desk Europeo del Departamento de Statu netstat unity.
00:45:09 --> 00:45:13: Overlay so far talking ever offered ammo resource.
00:45:13 --> 00:45:18: Second, Questi Peony 'cause he anchor generalmente map

rich easy
00:45:18 --> 00:45:19: in America,
00:45:19 --> 00:45:25: not political economical correspondent effort they'll bridge.
00:45:25 --> 00:45:28: Alan, normally to Queen Soldal Impreza cannibal to shock

the
00:45:28 --> 00:45:31: product key to Cal trim it should arrive.
00:45:31 --> 00:45:32: Aroma casino.
00:45:35 --> 00:45:40: Helicopter money consumer Way past the shoddy chair

fabric will
00:45:40 --> 00:45:44: because he said the open top is an infrastructure quickly
00:45:44 --> 00:45:46: came for the noise.
00:45:48 --> 00:45:53: Comedy Central. To a logical Vista Gate is understand your
00:45:53 --> 00:45:56: apt 4C and Roger category manager.
00:45:59 --> 00:46:05: Microprogram atory Orobio Bornat Grande programming.
00:46:05 --> 00:46:09: I got my husband to get here.
00:46:09 --> 00:46:11: This program is a.
00:46:11 --> 00:46:16: Bananas at 2T. Let me demand a party down a
00:46:16 --> 00:46:18: considerate.
00:46:18 --> 00:46:20: We
00:46:20 --> 00:46:23: competine said.
00:46:23 --> 00:46:28: Delete the club deficient mainte
00:46:28 --> 00:46:32: Also due to my Facebook assignments back on the same
00:46:32 --> 00:46:33: day possibly.
00:46:33 --> 00:46:38: Dele Alli Prasa Hello Adam handle popular comedian

practical provoca
00:46:38 --> 00:46:38: tour.
00:46:38 --> 00:46:41: Yeah it's right.
00:46:41 --> 00:46:43: After the.
00:46:43 --> 00:46:45: They say.
00:46:45 --> 00:46:48: Only got 2 inches EV.
00:46:48 --> 00:46:50: If that wire is equaly,
00:46:50 --> 00:46:54: anchor, communicates any politica Reporter calling being

cherry,
00:46:54 --> 00:46:57: Coke, time, or the positive of Grandma.
00:46:57 --> 00:47:00: Sorry, persona gorgeous is saying the commedia.
00:47:00 --> 00:47:06: Imagine their political economical social equity possible.
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00:47:06 --> 00:47:11: Particle police technology Fatima spingola.
00:47:11 --> 00:47:14: But at the end of the Occupy Wall Quora,
00:47:14 --> 00:47:17: Dell, Dell problem over NASA.
00:47:19 --> 00:47:22: Then no stroke, no supervisor.
00:47:22 --> 00:47:26: Try de facto corner La Grande crazy Financial and Emily
00:47:27 --> 00:47:32: Auto Care on a crazy finanziaria reprise economic

appointment at
00:47:32 --> 00:47:33: a.
00:47:33 --> 00:47:35: Is solar schedule tanaris postcard?
00:47:38 --> 00:47:45: Her Cody photo in the nostril pays Chesterton Ricambi

Undramatically
00:47:46 --> 00:47:53: classic initiator corner down Lotto daily slogan anchor

Pericolo City
00:47:53 --> 00:47:56: Pono Valluna 'cause if you.
00:47:56 --> 00:47:59: Make sure that classic borgesi,
00:47:59 --> 00:48:06: traditionally strategy fatimas emerging, or a coma Rico in

volger.
00:48:06 --> 00:48:10: Una class in the region to factory passer goes to
00:48:10 --> 00:48:13: termini generic much wants copy.
00:48:13 --> 00:48:18: Agrawal Yamadera the competente problem fundamentally

committed,
00:48:18 --> 00:48:21: it can say so.
00:48:21 --> 00:48:24: Should Premier so glad to continue his setup.
00:48:24 --> 00:48:28: Asansol to koi, Roberto Kiss your coupon came through to
00:48:28 --> 00:48:31: the circuit demographic at Chipotle.
00:48:31 --> 00:48:34: Dear my son, my cozy.
00:48:34 --> 00:48:39: A quindi questa Bavaria I'm in Paris he lands Ardo.
00:48:39 --> 00:48:45: Repeat on opinion. Personally he quit the crazy idea in
00:48:45 --> 00:48:48: Qualche Modo most Rito.
00:48:48 --> 00:48:51: He limited their populism, Okumura,
00:48:51 --> 00:48:54: epic subtle.
00:48:54 --> 00:48:56: Each other OK, no soon too.
00:48:56 --> 00:49:00: Maybe she virology cause severe Poyer Day so you take
00:49:00 --> 00:49:01: an accurate,
00:49:01 --> 00:49:05: requested a cakewalk. Amado Reporti in Volga Una Class A
00:49:05 --> 00:49:09: diligent and poo poo preparate para quest Altima date Amy
00:49:10 --> 00:49:10: Lacresha,
00:49:10 --> 00:49:14: class and regional Yana comincia antifa.
00:49:14 --> 00:49:17: A prosecuting is horrible maintenance.
00:49:17 --> 00:49:22: You know our level 2 religione and also annoyed their
00:49:22 --> 00:49:26: caning in Tairona list at Unity Point format versus format
00:49:26 --> 00:49:27: populism.
00:49:30 --> 00:49:36: So no Grande sonogram depend a little Astoria quinio
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Nevada
00:49:36 --> 00:49:36: lazy.
00:49:36 --> 00:49:40: Jane's a known for trail processor.
00:49:40 --> 00:49:44: It, I'll speak with his Wichita.
00:49:44 --> 00:49:46: Because it we don't saggy.
00:49:51 --> 00:49:52: No, not yet.
00:49:54 --> 00:49:55: Ticket chain.
00:49:59 --> 00:50:02: We sent it out that he is out there.
00:50:02 --> 00:50:04: Data.
00:50:04 --> 00:50:07: You might see on it.
00:50:07 --> 00:50:11: Complete the money. Simply testicle vehicle for two other

real
00:50:11 --> 00:50:12: estate Canberra.
00:50:12 --> 00:50:16: It's awful about that. There are preety own and then
00:50:16 --> 00:50:17: switch to war.
00:50:17 --> 00:50:21: Univer jeans are sunny tea cakes ocumo air.
00:50:21 --> 00:50:23: My photo control logistics Karaman.
00:50:25 --> 00:50:28: Today, same Azd restaurant soon.
00:50:28 --> 00:50:33: So Charlie, my personal Villaman demo difficulty trained

Elder Catherine
00:50:33 --> 00:50:37: Mobile Yard just United new feature at the same pure
00:50:37 --> 00:50:38: open space.
00:50:38 --> 00:50:41: I could question other map.
00:50:41 --> 00:50:45: Very promising, you know, soon as fair to the real
00:50:45 --> 00:50:49: estate equity errors in picture maintain on a Una Apertura
00:50:49 --> 00:50:50: Altima,
00:50:50 --> 00:50:52: my union of your mentor.
00:50:52 --> 00:50:56: So Chequest emergence, as Alitalia are evil afina Sarah day.
00:50:56 --> 00:51:01: So Sarah September. Let principali.
00:51:01 --> 00:51:06: Same the tell me amount of Finanziario Madoka Deacon OK
00:51:06 --> 00:51:07: Per Natale.
00:51:07 --> 00:51:11: Metallic person establish maintain feature.
00:51:11 --> 00:51:15: My son coming to kick a question which are now
00:51:15 --> 00:51:19: 'cause I keep you may know there tho K Angkasa
00:51:19 --> 00:51:23: Krista crazy if you need that Alcuna della 'cause it
00:51:23 --> 00:51:26: kept threats at Remeron no.
00:51:26 --> 00:51:30: Uh, so that it 'cause they repay to is there
00:51:30 --> 00:51:31: we sell a persona.
00:51:31 --> 00:51:34: Peters tequilas Collocate permitted Turner,
00:51:34 --> 00:51:41: Anna Camerano Sapura Mcgary: upgrading Dell Dell Edificio

scholastic she
00:51:41 --> 00:51:44: becomes a piano teacher.
00:51:44 --> 00:51:48: Cause I could model the library Dover permit.
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00:51:48 --> 00:51:51: I mean with a super rare and feature.
00:51:51 --> 00:51:54: Fantozzi ano then I chased her Perry do not alter
00:51:54 --> 00:51:56: on two telescreen here.
00:51:56 --> 00:52:00: Personally, yeah, credo cake image of in Eva.
00:52:00 --> 00:52:05: Generate quilla quick.
00:52:05 --> 00:52:08: New features are not the office based on their days
00:52:09 --> 00:52:09: compared.
00:52:09 --> 00:52:13: It were really plug and play attacking tool into a
00:52:13 --> 00:52:14: computer.
00:52:14 --> 00:52:19: You videoke equestre multi library more akaza kamikaze

encontrando via
00:52:19 --> 00:52:24: mentor to teleport soon acoustically 18 equivalent designer

per kilo
00:52:24 --> 00:52:24: here.
00:52:24 --> 00:52:27: So not Boston. Sacramento can kiss a.
00:52:27 --> 00:52:32: Lamb la Pandemia calabacita Magic's comparison owner.
00:52:32 --> 00:52:36: Reverser Walter Bates article.
00:52:36 --> 00:52:38: Cars were repaid all the time.
00:52:38 --> 00:52:40: Industria Caleb and had investimenti.
00:52:43 --> 00:52:46: Amateur Opal. Yes, Tommy hillfiger Peoria.
00:52:46 --> 00:52:48: It could be up in your image,
00:52:48 --> 00:52:53: you know, could you see or no question people impacted?
00:52:53 --> 00:52:56: It ended in a loss to camper my brother only
00:52:56 --> 00:53:01: 'cause my sense Ultra you creativity Sarah Squardo emaga

building
00:53:01 --> 00:53:03: new features sorta Milano.
00:53:03 --> 00:53:08: No see a city life K.
00:53:08 --> 00:53:12: 89 So I know. So complete so I can turn
00:53:12 --> 00:53:13: it on opne.
00:53:13 --> 00:53:15: Thank you, I'll be able to do it.
00:53:15 --> 00:53:18: What do you think you are so far and I
00:53:18 --> 00:53:20: don't mind a exclusion from.
00:53:20 --> 00:53:23: Betsy dominico
00:53:23 --> 00:53:26: Mr Legal there now a limo bilara everytime.
00:53:26 --> 00:53:31: Infrastructure at the Servicio attempted TV to economic,
00:53:31 --> 00:53:36: you know, in the MSIT or important and security valid
00:53:36 --> 00:53:38: vintage ever changeable pill.
00:53:38 --> 00:53:41: A story.
00:53:41 --> 00:53:46: You may see me Burkina Miruto.
00:53:46 --> 00:53:50: When it may start to come up.
00:53:50 --> 00:53:52: Financial economy at the party go verni.
00:53:52 --> 00:53:57: A inertia founder Fatica Patsis compressor school toddy

wonders David
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00:53:57 --> 00:53:58: intro.
00:54:00 --> 00:54:04: Why your proper kapiri, Colella vision and the Dean through
00:54:04 --> 00:54:08: perky and story important the proper perky transversally,
00:54:08 --> 00:54:12: very activity economice. Quindi, quando l'economia,
00:54:12 --> 00:54:15: Jira, Jira, Kelly mobile era Para known Aquila.
00:54:15 --> 00:54:21: Pensioner protista normativity stuff is calicium urgent issue

military base.
00:54:21 --> 00:54:25: We distribute capital within the long term question for the
00:54:25 --> 00:54:29: rental car lot to engineer a cheat on Sylvia Canal
00:54:29 --> 00:54:30: today Boy Wonder year,
00:54:30 --> 00:54:32: old days or or directory.
00:54:32 --> 00:54:39: Generally tramonti mini stroke. Similary formal officially today

phone.
00:54:39 --> 00:54:43: Copy and all assistance elementary Formula Daisy Party no.
00:54:43 --> 00:54:48: Salt and Pepper Coelho Hunan data investment because

yeah.
00:54:48 --> 00:54:51: I'm not sure I'm Malta banner Cool Boy,
00:54:51 --> 00:54:56: kids have even all day to 'cause I can't deliver
00:54:56 --> 00:55:01: far far loiko zybia MA can report a direct and
00:55:01 --> 00:55:02: honest.
00:55:02 --> 00:55:05: Well, OK love Austin do St she made 3 seven
00:55:05 --> 00:55:06: across to sorry.
00:55:06 --> 00:55:09: Our boss affair to Secondo her,
00:55:09 --> 00:55:17: a owner present answer. No sympathy catcher silicone front

door.
00:55:17 --> 00:55:21: Austria K North America. Where that hotel induced among

calabi
00:55:21 --> 00:55:22: Pluto,
00:55:22 --> 00:55:24: Socal.
00:55:24 --> 00:55:27: No, she never got ways to make their show.
00:55:27 --> 00:55:30: Ministering, seldom malistaire aroma corner.
00:55:30 --> 00:55:34: Do a check up Persona Cabana parlor ministering

nonequivalent,
00:55:34 --> 00:55:37: Emma. Stabbing us or just the owner of armor.
00:55:37 --> 00:55:38: Multiple key excellence.
00:55:41 --> 00:55:45: Geraldine Mobile cricket Aeroporto
00:55:45 --> 00:55:48: be nice to the little cap.
00:55:48 --> 00:55:53: Very model, my kbar strained Austria second domain Abia

Yntema
00:55:53 --> 00:55:59: this cursor presents answer ever sansevero discourse known

of Malta,
00:55:59 --> 00:56:06: Depew, that conciliarity question start you must say in

committed
00:56:06 --> 00:56:08: to purist rate.
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00:56:08 --> 00:56:12: Trendy among the new feature or presume follow St Math
00:56:12 --> 00:56:12: question.
00:56:12 --> 00:56:17: Occurs Akiva Vista known you Credo Calera presidency

interesse.
00:56:20 --> 00:56:23: Passato superettan
00:56:23 --> 00:56:27: Casablanca. Convened 'cause it could be charter quail at the
00:56:27 --> 00:56:31: last such as shown in predatorial Industrial Yoncalla Seattle

coach
00:56:31 --> 00:56:33: it and that I know Nicosia fucus,
00:56:33 --> 00:56:36: if a drunk.
00:56:36 --> 00:56:37: Why should I start India?
00:56:39 --> 00:56:42: So no.
00:56:42 --> 00:56:46: Western that easy to Dominico if action is simply Tagliano
00:56:46 --> 00:56:52: became better support to Malta Renovare Antica activity

represent answer
00:56:52 --> 00:56:57: interesse their purpose is to regular call direct.
00:56:57 --> 00:57:00: I called your idea to recover the event.
00:57:00 --> 00:57:05: It presents a physical, legitimate Cartier in Novato.
00:57:05 --> 00:57:10: You do that in effort to Tony K Nil.
00:57:12 --> 00:57:14: That's a problem that I see Malcolm,
00:57:14 --> 00:57:16: but if I turn around again.
00:57:16 --> 00:57:17: Name will teutonica.
00:57:20 --> 00:57:24: Quincy Dog annoys demo. Fabiano fineable enough

perocho,
00:57:24 --> 00:57:27: not Amanda.
00:57:27 --> 00:57:30: Laugh at Chamo cabina DE.
00:57:30 --> 00:57:34: With the photo you Joanna for some.
00:57:34 --> 00:57:37: No, no, but I submitted said that orders marked working
00:57:38 --> 00:57:40: 'cause any paces if she's around Ritorno,
00:57:40 --> 00:57:44: real estate Al approve in show me know 'cause he
00:57:44 --> 00:57:45: solo.
00:57:45 --> 00:57:49: No, no so perky sonogram detained in say the.
00:57:49 --> 00:57:53: Officially no, I'm gonna teach you Potter sequel,
00:57:53 --> 00:57:58: demented low smart working noname Sustituto perfeito

deliver or a
00:57:58 --> 00:57:58: contact,
00:57:58 --> 00:58:04: or no photocathode University square cross correlation.
00:58:04 --> 00:58:10: Just intuition malto Craig on camel toe.
00:58:10 --> 00:58:12: Are they a della Forma?
00:58:12 --> 00:58:17: Mr Canoy presenter, bankable missing piece that'll automate

raising could
00:58:17 --> 00:58:19: do a person's Tavern in,
00:58:19 --> 00:58:23: you know feature or create a alltrista Ave in smart
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00:58:23 --> 00:58:25: working Mcgary?
00:58:25 --> 00:58:26: The Piazza mortal and tired.
00:58:26 --> 00:58:29: I used National Bank America.
00:58:29 --> 00:58:32: Neither function at a motivator chair,
00:58:32 --> 00:58:39: tomato soup or Pharisees grand investigating Banda Larga

comerate oh.
00:58:39 --> 00:58:43: Will be to see Loretta Tenuto.
00:58:43 --> 00:58:50: Canadian conquest program. Domain to the dairy case that

apparently
00:58:51 --> 00:58:54: consumer Tori Pero creo K dot.
00:58:54 --> 00:58:56: A typical boy.
00:58:56 --> 00:58:57: Cancel, David.
00:59:02 --> 00:59:07: Maybe limit their number Manda.
00:59:07 --> 00:59:11: His parents Americana no commit commit.
00:59:11 --> 00:59:14: Senior at the Morgan Stanley.
00:59:14 --> 00:59:18: It is not required or even I mean telling eropa
00:59:18 --> 00:59:19: limit on Pallative,
00:59:19 --> 00:59:23: Italy, bankai, perky.
00:59:23 --> 00:59:33: Proprietary soldier possible Tomasi a Quindi contributed

capital multi voto
00:59:33 --> 00:59:33: ES.
00:59:33 --> 00:59:37: I want to meet around with Jack Carter.
00:59:37 --> 00:59:44: Bank account tutorial $3 parents Americana Niquid Rementer

Americans remain
00:59:44 --> 00:59:46: teddy bear so.
00:59:46 --> 00:59:49: Import Arduino with Armando Americano nail.
00:59:49 --> 00:59:52: Mondo reglementaire opeo.
00:59:54 --> 00:59:57: I'm OK knowing they were all part,
00:59:57 --> 01:00:01: keep Ukemi normal, 2 ending apart in Amanda Bancario.
01:00:01 --> 01:00:05: Non abbiamo alternative lending and abbiamo.
01:00:05 --> 01:00:10: Comain America, Willie. So when we get caught up with
01:00:10 --> 01:00:15: shampoo in Barrio importer Edelman American reason

discourse.
01:00:15 --> 01:00:18: So I'm pure complacent talk and we noted Pineapple,
01:00:18 --> 01:00:24: Apple, computer, Just a normal Stan Taylor crazy finance

aerial
01:00:24 --> 01:00:27: demilio Cosi and it certainly stability.
01:00:27 --> 01:00:30: AC appreciable mentors can see record Attila crazy.
01:00:30 --> 01:00:33: They'll surprise Noisia.
01:00:33 --> 01:00:40: Logical habitats in Americana Jadite empty dilutive

administration Bush Pandora,
01:00:40 --> 01:00:44: Ministro wholesome. Zorro is that eventually Coda,
01:00:44 --> 01:00:47: Astaire, Macario, Prima LA Capital.
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01:00:47 --> 01:00:51: It's Otto boiler afford satipo levato yeah,
01:00:51 --> 01:00:54: supposedly lamal to Utah in Europa.
01:00:54 --> 01:00:59: Angry promotive Politicii Nolan Stan Telepresence any Mario

Draghi,
01:00:59 --> 01:01:03: Captain America Nope you toast OK.
01:01:03 --> 01:01:06: Go to pay a little attention.
01:01:06 --> 01:01:10: Multiple pulley tear or other equity capital among qual.
01:01:10 --> 01:01:14: Toyota Center is negative.
01:01:14 --> 01:01:16: They know nothing.
01:01:16 --> 01:01:20: Pretty good value. They can only respond investimento.
01:01:20 --> 01:01:23: He bonds that parlor a sandwich.
01:01:23 --> 01:01:25: Or a Christmas you got,
01:01:25 --> 01:01:30: so now generato. Una Victoria Fatima Caceres terrible the

system.
01:01:30 --> 01:01:35: About Carrie America. I notice that the system auto payoff
01:01:35 --> 01:01:40: 'cause you're simple contract hologram debunker globally

unk.
01:01:40 --> 01:01:45: Noise shady Santander. Hey christan problema cool to rally a
01:01:45 --> 01:01:47: multi Fishel importer,
01:01:47 --> 01:01:52: listenership importer check Larry Foreman or some photo

technical career,
01:01:52 --> 01:01:57: well preserved, very well banker Italy for misono.
01:01:57 --> 01:02:01: Delay in overturning and Molly regular nasuta.
01:02:01 --> 01:02:05: **** the appropriate. They cheated in equal pay is certainly
01:02:05 --> 01:02:06: in psychology.
01:02:06 --> 01:02:10: Armani Hyparrhenia, Kimathi private equity hedge fund

lacuesta.
01:02:10 --> 01:02:13: They sat there, Alitalia, riverbank,
01:02:13 --> 01:02:18: Aristotle, Sinonimo, decriminalizes, Charlie Pirani because if

you have a
01:02:18 --> 01:02:20: naked way possible export,
01:02:20 --> 01:02:26: import our daily regulament at Sony Cusping and also terrible
01:02:26 --> 01:02:26: car.
01:02:26 --> 01:02:29: Mr Grayson no no no crazy bancaria.
01:02:29 --> 01:02:32: Linter Interstellar campaigned OK.
01:02:32 --> 01:02:33: Oh boy, another name.
01:02:36 --> 01:02:38: Manning
01:02:38 --> 01:02:45: do you like BMO Cocuzzo WC Mini simulating gratituity?
01:02:45 --> 01:02:48: Meaning of Siniscalco and caribair.
01:02:48 --> 01:02:53: Tobel ATWA presents a salute Duty equipment store in

nastiness
01:02:53 --> 01:02:54: cool talk.
01:02:54 --> 01:02:57: Can we type in the summer stands over Sonet,
01:02:57 --> 01:02:59: Grassy Tantor, Bonasera tattooed Gratz.
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01:03:02 --> 01:03:05: Charter back to you.
01:03:05 --> 01:03:07: That's a big decision making joke.

This video transcript has been machine-generated, so it may not be accurate. It is for

personal use only. Reproduction or use without written permission is prohibited. If you

have a correction or for permission inquiries, please contact [email protected].
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